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the rest of the country.“Separate Karachi (from
the rest of the country) if you dislike its people’s
mandate,” Altaf Hussain said to the
‘establishment’ while addressing his party
workers and supporters via telephone at his
party’s Headquarters, Nine Zero.He said,
‘instead of abusing Karachi and its people,
separate Karachi from Pakistan’ and warned the
‘establishment’ that they were playing with fire.
“If you didn’t stop playing with fire, it would
burn down the entire Pakistan,” he snapped, and
at the same time added that he was not issuing
any threats to anyone."The non-Urdu speaking
people may continue to safely live in the city," he
assured.Altaf Hussain alleged that hatred was
being spread against MQM across the country
and regretted that his party ends up facing
blames for every wrongdoing that it never
commits. “If MQM carried out rigging (in
Karachi) then what made the tsunami disappear
in Punjab,” he argued.He warned the Election
Commission of Pakistan (ECP) to reach a
decision with honesty or else they will not be
able to find any shelter.The MQM Chief dared
anyone who is opposing his party to come up
with evidence and warned that if opposition was
not stopped, he would not take long to let his
associates free to act on their own. “How can I
control them and for how long,” he added.The
MQM Chief alerted Karachiites to get ready to
stand up against the bullying and that soon a call
will be issued to them in this regard.“Altaf
Hussain should not be blamed if a war breaks out
among the people,” he warned, adding whoever

went on the offensive, firing up loyalists of his
ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP)
with rallies of his own across three cities.“We
remained patient, we are still patient but there's
a limit to our patience,” Erdogan told thousands
of cheering AKP supporters in Ankara on a 10th
day of unrest.“Those who do not respect this
nation's party in power will pay a price,”he
added, before ending his final rally with a
fireworks display.His fans relished the show of
strength, frequently interrupting his outdoor
speeches with bursts of applause and chanting:
“Turkey is proud of you”.While Erdogan was
speaking, police used tear gas and water cannon
to disperse thousands of anti-government
protesters in the city's downtown Kizilay
square, the second clashes there in two days. At
least two people were injured, an AFP
photographer saw.The nationwide unrest first
erupted on May 31 with a tough police
crackdown on a campaign to save Istanbul's
Gezi Park from demolition. The trouble
spiralled into a mass outpouring of anger
against Erdogan and his party, seen as
increasingly authoritarian.More than 4,000
demonstrators, many of whom are young and
middle-class, have been injured and three
people have died in the nationwide unrest so
far, tarnishing Turkey's image as a model of
Islamic democracy.
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Time For Drone Attack Policy To
Match Rhetoric: PM Sharif

Britain's Prince Philip Turns 92 In
Hospital

ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif has reiterated that the issue of
drone attacks will be raised.Sharif
addressing the first cabinet meeting of the
new government, said the policy of
making statements to people and still
allowing US drone attacks would not be
allowed under his tenure.The prime
minister added the US government would
have to respect the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of Pakistan.“All stakeholders will be consulted when
formulating a policy regarding drone attacks,” Sharif said.The prime
minister also issued a warning to his federal ministers, telling them that
their performance would be evaluated every three months.

LONDON: Queen Elizabeth II's husband
Prince Philip spent his 92nd birthday
Monday in a London hospital where he is
recovering from exploratory abdominal
surgery.The royal patriarch was said by
Buckingham Palace to be "progressing
satisfactorily" after undergoing the
operation at the London Clinic on
Friday.The palace would not reveal if the
queen, 87, and other royals were to visit the
Duke of Edinburgh, who is expected to
spend up to two weeks recuperating in the private London Clinic.No family
visitors have been seen going in to visit the prince, who is renowned for his
no-fuss, 'get on with it' attitude.His birthday was to be marked by traditional
royal gun salutes at the Tower of London and Hyde Park.

325 Railway Engines Have
Become Heap Of Garbage:
Minister

Karan Johar To Play Villain's Role
In ‘Mumbai Velvet’

LAHORE: Federal Minister for
Railways Khuwaja Saad Rafique has
said that Pakistan Railways has 465
engines, out of which 325 are nonoperational and have become heap of
garbage.He said this while addressing
participants of a ceremony on late night.
While telling the dismal story of the
Pakistan Railways, he expressed resolve
to bring unscrupulous people in the department to justice.He said that
only one cargo train was being operated by the department. Rafique said
that the government would stop the US drone attacks through diplomatic
channels.

PTI Submits Anti-Drone
Resolution In Punjab Assembly
LAHORE: The Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaaf
(PTI) on Monday submitted a resolution
in the Punjab Assembly calling for the
stopping of drone attacks.The resolution,
submitted in the assembly secretariat by
PTI leader Mian Aslam Iqbal, said US
drone attacks were a violation of
Pakistan's sovereignty and territorial
integrity.The resolution added that
innocent civilians were dying in these
attacks and demanded the federal government to abolish all agreements
pertaining to drone attacks with the United States.The PTI has a strong
stance when it comes to US drone attacks in the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (Fata).

MUMBAI: The famous filmmaker
and veteran director of Indian film
Industry Karan Johar would play a
negative role in the movie ‘Mumbai
Velvet’.The funny and smiling
character of Bollywood, Karan Johar
is well known for his movie direction
and hosting television shows and he
has also played side roles in many
Indian movies.The viewers would see Karan Johar, playing the
role of villain in the upcoming movie Mumbai Velvet. Lets see how
would he perform this challenging role.

Researchers Optimistic
Radioactive Lead Can Beat
Cancer
BETHESDA: Atomic medicine has
"fantastic potential" for fighting deadly,
difficult to treat cancers, the head of
French nuclear giant Areva's medical arm
told AFP in an interview."We are
interested in tumors against which the
current therapeutic arsenal is very limited
like ovarian, gastric and pancreatic
cancers where the needs are huge and
patients are waiting," explained Areva Med chief Patrick Bourdet.Based
in a Maryland suburb of the US capital, not far from the National Institutes
of Health, Areva Med is pitting its hopes on a rare radioactive isotope that
may be capable of selectively annihilating cancer cells.
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Michael Jackson's Teen Daughter
Attempted Suicide: Mother
LOS ANGELES: Michael Jackson's daughter Paris
was rushed to a California hospital early on
Wednesday after a possible suicide attempt, celebrity
news website TMZ reported.A sheriff's spokesman
told AFP officers had responded to a home in
Calabasas near Los Angeles, where Jackson lives,

over a “medical situation,”but refused to confirm the
identity of the person taken to hospital.The 15-yearold had tweeted a few times late Tuesday, including:
“yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away now it
looks as though they're here to stay” and “i wonder
why tears are salty?”TMZ cited unidentified sources
as saying it was a suicide attempt, explaining she was
taken out of her Calabasas family house on a
stretcher, after a 911 call reporting a possible drug
overdose.A source connected to the emergency
response told TMZ there were multiple cuts on her
wrists. She was “doing OK” in hospital later
Wednesday, the celebrity news service said.Los
Angeles County Sheriff's Department spokesman
Steve Whitmore told AFP: “At 1:27 this morning,
sheriff's deputies responded to (an address in
Calabasas) for a medical situation.“Medical support
was offered, and a patient was transferred to an area
hospital,” he said, adding that he could not by law
identify the person involved.A source close to Paris
told TMZ, which famously broke the news of
Michael Jackson's death in June 2009, that she has
“tried this in the past.“This was far more serious. It
was not a cry for help,” said the source.Paris,
Jackson's middle child, along with older sibling
Prince and younger brother “Blanket”, has made a
start in the entertainment industry, starring in a film
“Lundon's Bridge and the Three Keys,” in
development.

Bollywood Star's Boyfriend Faces Court
Over Suicide
MUMBAI: The Indian boyfriend of the late
Bollywood actress Jiah Khan was to appear in a
Mumbai court Tuesday on suspicion of abetting her
suicide after her family found a letter in her
room.Suraj Pancholi, a 22-year-old aspiring actor,
was detained on Monday, a week after his girlfriend's
body was discovered by her parents at her home.“He
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is arrested for abetment to commit suicide under
Section 306 of the Indian Penal Code,” Additional
Police Commissioner Vishwas Nangre-Patil told
AFP.“There is a suicide note, there is a statement of
(Khan's) mother and some circumstantial evidence of
triggering,” he said of the grounds for the
arrest.Khan, who made her debut starring opposite
acting legend Amitabh Bachchan, was found dead in
an apparent suicide on June 3.The 25-year-old's
parents found a suicide note in her wallet which
reports said contained details of her relationship with
Pancholi.Khan, born in New York before moving to
London and then Mumbai, made her Bollywood
debut in 2007 with the controversial film “Nishabd”
(No words), playing a teenager in love with her best

friend's much older father, played by Bachchan.The
movie won attention because of its provocative
storyline and Khan was praised for her bold
acting.Khan, who changed her name from Nafisa
Khan, went on to star alongside actor Aamir Khan in
“Ghajini”, a box-office hit.India's film industry
reacted with shock and sadness to her death, with
superstar Aamir Khan saying he was “deeply pained”
to hear the news about a close family friend.Pancholi
has been taking acting lessons and was set to make his
own film debut, having signed to feature in the
Salman Khan movie “Hero”. He has previously
worked as an assistant director.

No Hope For 55 People Lost In Indian
Ocean Capsize
CANBERRA: Rescue authorities have given up
hope of finding any survivors after an asylum
seeker boat carrying at least 55 people to Australia
capsized in the Indian Ocean.The boat's submerged
hull was spotted by air Friday, and bodies, life
jackets and debris have been spotted near
Christmas Island, an Australian territory nearer to
Indonesia than to the mainland.The Australian
Maritime Safety Authority called off the air and
search Sunday night based on medical advice that
no one could have survived that long in the sea, a
statement said.The authority and border protection
officials decided Monday not to mount a new
search to recover the bodies due to other demands
on resources.Border Protection Command said its
vessels and aircraft were busy with ''a range of high

priority operations'' near Christmas Island and
elsewhere. It did not detail those operations.''Our

priority is responding to other vessels which may
require assistance and preventing any further loss
of life,'' a border protection statement said.''If
operations permit, Border Protection Command
will, where it remains feasible and without further
risk to life, endeavour to recover any bodies which
may be relocated,'' it said, adding the likelihood of
recovering bodies would diminish over time.The
capsized boat was seen 120 kilometres northwest of
Christmas Island, which is 500 kilometres south of
Jakarta and 2,600 kilometres from Perth, the
nearest major Australian coastal city.A total of 13
bodies have been spotted, but ships did not interrupt
the search for survivors to retrieve the dead.

Canadian GP Worker Killed In Crane
Accident
MONTREAL: A 38-year-old marshal at the
Canadian Grand Prix was killed Sunday in an
accident involving a crane after the end of the
Formula One race, organizers and the International
Automobile Federation said.The accident occurred
as workers attempted to remove the Sauber driven
by Esteban Gutierrez, who had been forced to
abandon the race.As workers used a mobile crane to
lift the vehicle and return it to the pits, one worker,
who was not immediately identified by officials,
dropped his radio and attempted to pick it up.The
man stumbled and was hit and run over by the
recovery vehicle, whose driver couldn't see him, the
FIA said in a statement posted on its website.He
was stabilized by race track medical personnel and
airlifted to hospital, but succumbed to his injuries.
"The FIA is sad to announce the death of a Formula
1 Grand Prix du Canada circuit worker, at 6:02 pm
(22:02 GMT)," the FIA said, adding that the
marshal was treated at Sacre-Coeur Hospital by the
trauma department of Dr Ronald Denis, Deputy
Chief Medical Officer and Dr Jacques Bouchard,
Chief Medical Officer of the Grand Prix.
"Unfortunately, the worker succumbed to his
injuries at the hospital," the FIA said.Bouchard told
Radio-Canada that the victim "suffered major
trauma with multiple fractures and a serious
abdominal contusion. "Despite all efforts to revive
him, he could not be saved," Bouchard said.
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FDC Sunsilk Fashion Week held for four days of exciting fashion in Lahore,
presenting looks for Spring/Summer season of 2013. While there were many key
elements on the runway, some trends stood out more than others.We are featuring Sana
Safinaz collection from PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week.

Sana Safinaz

S

ana Safinaz collection was appearing out to be quite fashionable and stylish
looking for the women because all the clothes were just intended within the newest
and top latest fashion trends and style statements. Variations of bold black floral prints
imposed on neon limes, yellow, and pink that has took the spotlight. Asymmetric printed
cigarette pants wowed audiences and sensual kimono short dresses defined with belts at
the waist hypnotized the young ladies in particular. This was intelligent , simple, chic
prêt without the unnecessary complications.
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Surprising Things About Skin
Your Skin Reflects Your Overall Health, So The Best
Thing To Remember Is To Eat A Healthy Diet And Avoid
Junk Food, Do Not Smoke, Exercise Regularly And Drink Plenty Of Water. It Is Also Important
To Read The Ingredients On All Skincare Products And Avoid Any That Contain'glycols' Or 'pegs,'
As They Contain Harmful Chemicals. Read On For More Skin Care Tips!
Skin Care Products

Rub Away The Years

Vitamins do a body good in more
ways than one. One of the most
important skincare products
every woman should have is a
high-quality vitamin. After all,
your skin reflects how well you
are nourished. As you age, make
sure your vitamin regimen
includes antioxidants and omega3 oils.

Massage is beneficial for more than
just our backs. A facial massage
helps stimulate fibroblasts (or cells)
in the skin to release collagen and
restore elasticity that's lost as we
age. Many facials offer massage
techniques as part of the treatment.

------------------------------------------------

Open Pores Are Preferred

Not Just An Old Wives Tale
Putting cucumbers on eyes may sound
like an old wives tale, but it's medically
proven to work. Cold cucumbers on
puffy eyes really do soothe and reduce
swelling. In fact, many high-priced eye
products contain extracts that are
chemically related to cucumbers. So
head to that fridge and start slicing!
www.syncmag.ca
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Closed pores means less
absorption of product. For
maximum benefit, preface your
nighttime skincare regimen by
opening your pores. The best
way to do this is to take a wash
cloth or hand towel, soak it in
hot water, and then let it rest on
your face for a few moments.
Then, apply your nighttime
serums and moisturizers.

------------------------------------------

Moisturize More And More
If you think you've moisturized
enough, slather on some more!
Moisturize more than you think you
need to. It's best to apply while the
skin is still damp so the product can
help trap some of the surface moisture
into your skin. And, while you're at it,
moisturize inside out by staying
hydrated. In other words, drink lots of
water!

------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------
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HOTTEST TRENDS

SOLIDS
Put away your floral
geometric and
animal prints, ladiessolids are back with
the vengeance! We
love how chic,
flattering and
minimalist a well
cut monochrome
or colour locked
ensemble looks.
www.syncmag.ca
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I Be On My Suit
And Tie
The styles you need, the fit you
want, whether you're an office
guy who needs to look sharp for
the competition, or a creative
type who dresses up because he
likes to, the suit is the basic
building block of looking good.
www.syncmag.ca
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Trading since 1995 Designers Guild has
established a very strong clientele base all over
Pakistan and in the UK. Designers Guild has set
trends in furniture, working in very high quality
modern and contemporary line. There seems the
perfect balance of aesthetics and functionality. Its
specialty is designing and developing furniture,
catering for all Domestic and Commercial
markets.

www.syncmag.ca
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Things You Can Do With
Your Tax Money

T

ired of hearing about what not to do
with your tax refund? Here’s a look
at 5 smart and actually powerful things
you can do with this year’s tax refund.
They’ll not only help you get the
financial house in order today, but
they’ll help you keep on track for the
long term!
1. Create An Opportunity Fund:
An opportunity fund is nothing more
than the typical emergency or rainy day
fund you normally hear about, but with
a spin. I believe that what you verbalize,
you visualize and therefore run a greater
chance of magnifying or magnetizing in
your life. So, if you’re running around
asserting that you need an “emergency
fund” then what will happen? You’ll
probably have an emergency! Instead,
think about the things you really want to
accomplish and life and allow that to be
your motivation. . . .Will emergencies
still arise? Well, duh, of course they
will. But, now you have the opportunity
to make what would have once been a
crisis a simple inconvenience. There is
nothing pleasant about an emergency,
but knowing that if one came up, you’ve
psyched yourself into saving to handle
it with ease is definitely a blessing.
2. Take Care Of Preventative
Maintenance :
You know that tooth that was nagging
you a month ago? Or, how about that
weird sound you heard under the hood a
few weeks back? Another wise move
you can make with your “windfall” is
making sure you prevent anything you
think maybe even a tad bad from
becoming much worse. Don’t fall for
the trap of getting things that you want
with this money. Take care of some
needs now before they become huge
expenses later!
3. Start Saving For College:
The average college graduate leaves
with a degree and five digits worth of
debt. It might be hard determining
whether you should have for retirement

or save for college, but you can use this
opportunity to establish or contribute
extra towards a 529 account. 529 plans
let your savings grow tax-free, and the
earnings escape federal tax completely
if the withdrawals are used for qualified
college expenses, including tuition,
fees, and room and board. Be careful
though, you will definitely face
penalties if you use it for anything noncollege related.
4. Pay Up Insurance Policies :
After putting a little something aside in
that opportunity fund, think about the
annual expenses you have that are a
must, but tend to possibly aggravate
you on a monthly balance. Look at
making the full premium payment on
car, life or disability insurance. You’ve
got to have it, but who says you have to
pay for it monthly? Speak to your
provider and don’t be surprised if you
can negotiate some savings out of the
deal.
5. Get Out Of Debt:
Despite what you heard about
mortgages and student loans being
“good debt,” the reality is that no debt is
good. Acting as if it is will only keep
you in it longer. You’ll lose your disgust
for it and tolerate it for much longer
than you have to or really should.
Create a plan that allows you to put at

least 30% of your refund towards
eliminating debt. If you’ve got high
interest rate credit cards or loans, they
would obviously come first, but don’t
hesitate to take a chunk out of any
“good debt” too.
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Father’s Day Special
History of Father’s Day
Father's Day is a secular celebration inaugurated in the early twentieth
century to complement Mother's Day in celebrating fatherhood and to honor
and commemorate fathers and forefathers. While many people believe that
Father's Day is a holiday invented by the fine folks at Hallmark, it's not so.
The driving force behind the establishment of the celebration of Father's Day
was Mrs. John B. Dodd, of Washington State, who first suggested the idea of
the holiday in 1909.
Mrs. Dodd’s father, civil war veteran William Smart, was widowed when his
wife died during childbirth with their sixth child. Despite the obvious
hardships, Mr. Smart proceeded to raise the newborn along with his five other
children, by himself. It wasn’t until Sonora Dodd became an adult that she
realized the strength and selflessness her father had shown in raising his
children as a single parent.
The original date chosen for the holiday was June 5, Mr. Smart’s birthday,
however the celebration was postponed until June 19, the third Sunday in
June, because there was not enough time to prepare. At about the same time in
various towns and cities across America other people were beginning to
celebrate a Father’s Day. Some accounts credit Mrs. Charles Clayton of West
Virginia, as the founder of Father’s Day, although most histories give credit to
Mrs. Dodd.
In early times, wearing flowers was a traditional way of celebrating Father’s
Day. Mrs. Dodd favored the red rose to honor a father still living, while a
white flower honored a deceased dad.
J.H. Berringer, who also held Father’s Day celebrations in Washington State
as early as 1912, chose a white lilac as the Father’s Day Flower. In 1924
President Calvin Coolidge supported the idea of a national Father’s Day, but it
never became official until 1966 when President Lyndon Johnson signed the
presidential proclamation that set aside the 3rd Sunday of June as Father’s
Day.
10 Reasons Your Dad Deserves His Own Day
1. He's Your Hero
Serving as a larger-than-life role model, a boyfriend-screener, and an allknowing Confidant, Dad always has the best advice and a comforting
shoulder to lean on.
2. Dad’s taking Out the Trash? Again
Dad gets stuck with chores no one else wants - he mows the lawn, takes out
the garbage, walks the dog, and shovels the snow. If that’s not enough, he’s
also the handyman and official spider-killer.
3. He’s Ready for a Good Time
Even when Mom refuses, Dad will join you on the scariest roller coaster, in the
creepiest haunted house, or down the steepest ski slope - and love every
minute of it.
4. The Father of the Bride
Dad is always by your side, and never prouder than on your wedding day.
5. Dad Is Your Number One Fan
Nobody thinks you’re smarter, more beautiful, or funnier than your dad. Well,
maybe your mom, but it’s a pretty close tie.
6. He Can’t Say No
Dad let you eat ice cream for breakfast, stay up an extra hour, and keep that
puppy you brought home.
7. You’ll Always Be Daddy’s Little Girl
No matter what adult responsibilities are on your shoulders, Dad is there to
rescue you, a comfort you appreciate at any age.
8. He Believes in You
Dad gave you the confidence to be your own person, to reach for the stars, and
to never take no for an answer.
9. He’s a Good Sport
Dad wouldn't just take you to the baseball game — he'd make sure your glove
got autographed, too.
10. Dad Lets Mom Have the Rest of the Year
The recognition usually goes to Mom, but Dad is always happy to give her the

www.syncmag.ca
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spotlight.
Father’s Day Gifts Ideas:
For the Dad Who Has Everything
Struggling to pick out the perfect Father’s Day gift? Well your man-of-theyear is sure to love one of these gift ideas.
è Framed Photo Collage:
This gift is really for every dad out there. Who doesn’t love remembering all
the great times you’ve had together? Start out by buying a large frame with a
matte that can hold lots of different-sized pictures. Then, start combing
through the family photo albums and files of digital pictures to put together a
collection of your happiest memories together. Don’t forget to include family
vacations, graduations, birthdays and holidays. Plus, remember that time we
all just sat around the dinner table making funny faces at the camera? Put one
of those in too. To make it extra special, let the kids decorate the matte with
markers and scrap-booking stickers.
è One Day Free Pass:
This is one for the dad who rarely gets time alone to sit on the couch, work on
his model train, or do whatever it is that your special guy wishes he still had
time to do. Create an official looking certificate that dad can redeem for one
full day of an empty house where he doesn’t have to take care of any kids, do
any chores, or do anything he doesn’t feel like doing. You’d be surprised at
how badly he’s been wishing for this gift!
è Home Movie:
Is your dad all about creativity? Gather together the kids, their favorite
instruments, songs, poems, costumes and magic tricks and put together a
special home movie just for dad.
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INGREDIENTS:
Crust
¾
¼
3
8
1
½
1

Œ

Ž


‘
“

cup graham cracker crumbs
cup (finely chopped) pecans
tablespoons butter, melted Filling
ounce reduced-fat) cream cheese, softened
can(14-oz.) sweetened condensed milk
cup (bottled) key lime juice
container (8-oz.) frozen whipped topping, thawed lime slices and/or lime zest, for garnish, optional

Directions:
Line 12 cupcake cups with foil liners. Stir graham cracker crumbs, pecans and melted butter together in a bowl to combine.
Spoon 1 Tbsp. of the mixture into each liner, pressing it down to make the crust. With an electric mixer on low speed, beat the
cream cheese in a large bowl until creamy, about 30 seconds. Add the condensed milk and key lime juice, and blend on medium
speed until just combined, 20 to 30 seconds. Add 1 cup of the whipped topping and blend on low speed for 15 seconds longer.
Spoon mixture evenly into liners. Cover pan with plastic and freeze until firm, at least 3 hours. Remove from freezer 15 minutes
before serving; peel off liners and dollop 1 Tbsp. remaining whipped topping on each cake. Garnish with lime slices, if you like.
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UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH

JANIE
LIANG
Photography By: AZI Studio

Make-up artists are
not just face painters.

“I Enjoy All Aspects
Of My Work”
A presence in Hair & Make up for 20years, Janie is the
name behind Janie Liang Beauty Salon in Dubai.
Janie’s aspiration has been her beauty Guru cum mom

They are like

Daniella Liang.

magicians creating

A teacher and mentor, Daniella has guided and groomed

mood, character and

Janie to tap into her potential and appreciate her love of
her craft.

emotions with

Syncmag gets upclose and personal with the Make up

people’s face.

Artist meastro and fashion-icon in the making....
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Sync-Rendezvous
JANIE LIANG
1) Give us a brief introduction of yourself
Hi, my name is Saira Song Knoh Liang but
everyone know me as ‘Janie’. Born to a second
generation Chinese migrant family in Islamabad, I
completed my education and entered at an early
age in the beauty industry. My early influence was
my mother who was, and is still running, a
successful beauty salon in Islamabad.I completed
my professional training in Hair and Makeup from
Vidal Sassoon, L’oreal, Wella, M.A.C, Paris
Gallery.. I have had the opportunity to style
dignitaries like the Late Benazir Bhutto, Dr
Maleeha Lodhi Pakistan’s ambassador to USA,
Nancy Powell and Anne Patterson US
ambassadors to Pakistan, just to name a few. My
team and I have fashioned a number of fashion
shows in Islamabad & Dubai, our very recent one
was for Label24 & Chocolate entertainment, who
showcased Archana Kochhar and show stopper
was Gorgeous Bipasha Basu For the past 10 years I
have been living in Dubai with my three beautiful
daughters and husband. I have a very successful
beauty salon business in Dubai.
2 ) What can you tell us about your salon?
Janie Liang Beauty Salon opened its doors in
September of 2008 to an overwhelming reception
as Dubai’s premier Lifestyle Salon where
transcendent style and beauty beyond the tradition
are forged for all. Offering complete beauty
services under in one roof, we excel in Color, Cuts,
Bridal and Party Makeup. At Janie’s we strive to
create a relaxing environment for our guests to feel
welcomed and comfortable. All of our hair
services are enhanced with complimentary valueadded services provided by our stylists. Our Bridal
Make up, color & haircuts include an in-depth
guest consultation, an aroma sensory journey,
stress relieving treatment, relaxing shampoo and
blow dry finish.

Our Bridal make up is the Signature line!
Where I personally do this service for our
brides but also have senior make up artists
when I am on other business agendas. My
bridals need to be booked in advance for
the convenience of both parties. I have
clients from London, UAE, Canada,
Indian, Pakistan, Lebanon.

3) Can you talk about that one defining
moment when you knew you wanted to
be a beautician?
I was an art student and while growing up I always
watched my mother, who is my mentor, make her
brides the happiest girls on their wedding. Even as
a young child I loved spending time in the salon
after school. So you can say I was born with the
bug.
4) What skills do you need to be a beautician?
There are several skills one need to know. Firstly

to educate themselves on this line, and receiving
Diplomas/Certificates and qualifications that
identify you to at least a NVQ/SVQ level. Active
Listening - Giving full attention to what other
people are saying, taking time to understand the
points being made, asking questions as
appropriate. Speaking - Talking to others to
convey information effectively. Active Learning Understanding the implications of new
information for both current and future problemsolving and decision-making. Judgment and
Decision Making - Considering the relative costs

Believing that you are
beautiful is worth more than
all the make-up and beauty
treatments in the world.
“Janie Liang”
and benefits of potential actions to choose the
most appropriate one. Social Perceptiveness Being aware of others' reactions and
understanding why they react as they do. Time
Management - Managing one's own time and the
time of others. Coordination - Adjusting actions
in relation to others' actions.Monitoring Monitoring/Assessing performance of yourself,
other individuals, or organizations to make
improvements or take corrective action.
Persuasion - Persuading others to change their
minds or behavior. Learning Strategies - Selecting
and using training/instructional methods and
procedures appropriate for the situation when
learning or teaching new things.
5) Can you talk about your training? Greatest
inspiration? Who/what kept you motivated?
In the Chinese tradition, they say,' The earlier you
learn, the better you master your skills &
experiences!I think from the age of 8, I watched
with anticipation and eagerness to perform as I
would watch my Mum, in her salon. I also had
great support I got from my father. They are my
inspiration! I feel I have yet to accomplish a lot as
compared to them. They are sooooo hard working,
Masha Allah! I feel I do not deliver half as much as
they still do. But Alhumdulillah for
everything! Now, my husband,children and loving
in-laws are also my pillars of support. When I fear
a difficult task and turn to Allah for his help and
prevail......it is with this belief and strength that
keeps me on my track and motivated to do better in
life and take up challenges and change with
positivity.
6) Do you see any challenges in the field of
beauty? Is this really a competitive industry?
What’s your perspective?
I think the main challenge is to keep abreast with
the new trends, products and techniques from
around the world. Gone are the days when you
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could continue to use the same product or styling
for a number of years. Clients, thanks to internet
and social media, are well aware of the new trends
and are far more demanding. On the other hand
everyone wants to open a salon after completing
one diploma course in beauty or hair. Dubai, being
one of the premier fashion destinations, also
attract big global brands. These are business
challenges where you have to keep yourself
relevant in the industry and I think we are doing a
good job doing so.
7) Tell us about the best part of your work?
As a cosmetologist I enjoy all aspects of my work.
From reflexology to skin care to hair styling to
make up! If I have choose I would have to choose
makeup as, in my view, you have a blank canvas to
start with and the final piece is a work of art.
8) What do you think of today’s' trends?
Trends!!
Where I live there is a beautiful multicultural
society and diversification. People welcome new
and unique trends. Like neon was so in, everyone
embraced it. The cuts for dresses altered from
being one length to short in the front and long at
the back. From delicate embellishments to really
over sized ones. From 60's looks to the 20s look- to
the Sci Fi! Mix of High street brands and High End
Brands! From Chunky highlights to solid colorsto Amber in different forms and colors. One
should welcome the trend, not judge it. But one
should always take a professional's advice on it as
well, as everyone is different and one style may
not look the same on the other.
9) What is beauty to you? Is a woman really
needs makeover to be beautiful?
Most people have heard the old saying that

"beauty is only skin deep." however when it comes
to those women who are truly beautiful that saying
does not seem to apply. A woman's beauty goes
much deeper than bone structure, shining hair,
sparkling eyes, and a great body. True beauty is
how a woman feels about herself on the inside.
Believing that you are beautiful is worth more than
all the make-up and beauty treatments in the
www.syncmag.ca
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world. A woman who truly believes she is
beautiful has a confidence and a way of carrying
herself that goes far beyond what people see on the
outside. It is something that cannot be bottled or
replicated. It consists of an inner knowledge of
knowing that you are worth attention and
admiration.Having said that, there is no harm in
looking after yourself by eating well, exercising,
wearing smart clothing and wearing a hot red
lipstick. So make over can well start with your
body and with this comes nourishment and
makeovers from professionals who can help you
in guiding you with what to use for your skin or
which make up just to enhance your natural
beauty.
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10)What should you suggest to be must have for
women? And which beauty brands do you
prefer more?
Skin care
1)Face wash
2)Make up remover
3)Toner
4)Moisturizer
4)Night cream)
5) Sun Block SPF 50+ for Dubai weather
For Care/Prep/Prime I would suggest
Clarins,M.A.C. Sephora For skin treatment I
personally like Esthederm, Thalgo, Creme de la
Mer For a daily must have sun block, BB Cream,
Mineral Powder, Khol, blush, lip stick, mascara,
Perfume.

11)What's your own definition of happiness?
Follow your dream! Choose line of work that you
are most passionate about. Help the needy. Have
faith in God! And compliment someone and see
the smile on their face.
12)Any most memorable makeup shoots you
would like to share?
All my shoots are special to me! I can’t choose and
say a specific one. Well, I guess its for the recent
Top 20 Bachelorettes of Dubai. It will be out very
soon.
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Nahid Raza
Nahid Raza is famous as a conceptual
artist using the female forms and figures
to express herself. She creates attractive
paintings in a very free and
impressionistic manner. Basically she is
painting with a vision to create awareness
among the masses regarding women
issues in our society. All of her works
dominate by the oppressed women theme
throughout her career, which span over forty years now.
Her current series of artworks is unique and different from
her regular style of work. The two series of her paintings
related to the subject of Holy Ka’bah - “Square +” and
“Touch” explains that there is more in addition to a square
shape of the Ka’bah, it is a bond, a thread between the soul
and the Holy place. The visual and spiritual impact of this
Holy place sparks an undefined feeling inside her which
makes her paint this series.
“There is an artistic vision in Ka’bah’s square element. A
unique feeling of strength, power, protection and spirituality
comes with the sight of this Holy place. I feel spiritually
elevated while painting the Holy Ka’bah”, said Nahid Raza.
She used threads and laces stitched to the paintings
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symbolically to represent the women presence and a bond
between the Holy place and humans which is like a thread
and it is stitched to us through our soul and thoughts. She
uses images of hand to identify the feeling of touch as not a
single person comes back after perform Hajj or Umrah
without touching the Holy Ka’bah and Hajr-e-Aswad.
She has won several awards for her contribution to the field
of arts in Pakistan, including the Presidential Award of Pride
of Performance in 2007. She has been a part of various
notable publications on art and artists in Pakistan, including
"Pioneering Perspectives", a book published on Three
Women Artists of Pakistan.
Nahid spoke from a vantage point. Her paintings have
transformed the women of her era into role models for
future generations, always spontaneous and extremely
emotional.H er paintings are a candid reflection of her
life. She has lived life by her own rules and painted
according to her circumstances.
Courtesy:
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Jacqueline Replaces Deepika
She recently spilt with Sajid Khan and
looks like Jacqueline Fernandez has
nothing to be sad about. She hit the
bulls eye by replacing Deepika
padukone in Salman Khan's kick. The
actress had bagged the years most
coveted film. Sources say that the
actress will start shooting with Salman
for kick in few weeks. The film is
produced and directed by Sajid
Nadiadwala. For the past few months,
the mystery for everyone was, who
would be the lucky leading lady to sign
kick? Well, now it is no more a secret.
All we can say is , all the best
Jacqueline!

Is Ranbir Keeping His Affair With Deepika A Secret?
We certainly remember what happened
years back, after Ranbir Kapoor and
Deepika Padukone went vocal about
their committed relationship. It all went
kaput and the couple broke up. And now,
it looks like the couple has turned more
matured and possibly keeping their
relationship a secret to the world. There's
been endless speculations over Ranbir
Kapoor and Deepika Padukone's current
relationship status, ever since the excouple decided to work together for the
film yeh jawaani hai deewani. But, time
and again, both the actors have denied all
rumours, about their reconciliation. But,
witnessing Ranbir-Deepika's
camaraderie with each other in public,
we feel something is definitely fishy. Also, Ranbir has recently said that he would like to
keep his personal relationship guarded, not open to all. Well, this statement of Kapoor has
raised many eyebrows. So, does this mean there's a secret affair between Ranbir and
Deepika currently, that's been hidden from the whole world?

Shahrukh Khan Is Not A Good Dancer Says Madhuri Dixit
Madhuri Dixit, who has worked with
Shahrukh Khan in movies like Anjaam,
koyla and dil to pagal hai, says that
superstar Shahrukh is not a good dancer,
but he has a charisma in him. In an
interview to a leading daily, Madhuri Dixit
said that even though SRK is not a good
dancer, he has a charisma. Madhuri also
says that he is not a trained dancer, but the
way he carries himself and the persona he
brings into his dance and his energy is
fabulous. Madhuri Dixit, who is in the
news for her item song 'ghagra' with Ranbir
kapoor, also praised Ranbir. Madhuri Dixit
said, "his future is absolutely bright and he
will make a big name for himself, not just
as a star but as an actor. He is also a good
dancer and puts a lot of energy into it." so
readers, do you also think that Shahrukh is
charismatic, but not a good dancer?

Aurangzeb
Direction: Atul Sabharwal
Cast: Arjun kapoor, Rishi kapoor, Prithviraj, Sashaa Agha, Jackie Shroff, Amrita
Singh
Twin brothers find themselves caught in a quagmire of sex, lies and deceit between the cops
and a notorious businessman. Ajay and Vishal (Arjun Kapoor) are twins separated by a set of
adamant parents Jackie Shroff and Tanvi Azmi; he is a notorious Real-Estate developer and
she is a conscientious homemaker who turns police informer. And there's a family of cops
Rishi Kapoor, Prithviraj, Sikander Kher, who wear tainted uniforms; introduced in the film's
opening sequence as collectors. By a twist of fate the twins find their lives entwined with that
of the cops. The RealEstate developer's wife
and one twin are saved by
an honest cop (Anupam
Kher) in a bizarre
`encounter'. And he
keeps them hidden for 25
years . In what is a
convoluted plot, the
dishonest bunch of
policemen (Rishi and
co.) makes plans to kill
Jackie Shroff, his
estranged wife, their
twins and take over their
empire. So they plant one
of the twins as an
infiltrator.

Adhoori Aurat
Timing: Tuesday, 08:00 Pm
Channel: Geo Tv
A woman is supposed to be a best friend of another woman. She unravels her heart to
none but with her best friend to whom she unconditionally shares all her golden
secrets but a friend can become a foe the same way a good woman can turn a vamp to
destroy another woman utterly, Adhoori Aurat, is a story of such woman rivalry.The
plot of Adhoori Aurat revolves around an innocent and educated girl, Maryam who
lives happily with her parents and 2 siblings, brother Sultan and younger sister
Aminnah. Brought up in an eastern family, traditions and cultural values always
remained her first priority that is the reason when she gets proposal of Doctor
Umair, she accept it as
her parent’s will. Like
all other girls, she
starts dreaming with
open eyes for her life
with Umair but soon
her fantasy cracked
when Maryam and
Amminah caught
Umair red handed with
a married woman
Saira. Reality slaps
Maryam so hard that
she lost her trust on
men and starts judging
every man from same
perspective.
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Iron Man 3
Sat, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu
1:35, 4:20, 7:05, 9:50

Yeh Jawaani
Hai Deewani

The Expatriate

Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu
2:45, 6:20, 9:45

Sat, Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu
1:35, 4:20, 7:05, 9:50

White House
Down

Raanjhanaa

June 28, 2013
Channing Tatum, Jamie Foxx, Jason
Clarke

June 21, 2013
Dhanush, Sonam Kapoor

Ghanchakkar
June 28, 2013
Emraan Hashmi, Vidya Balan,
Rajesh Sharma
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Tweets Of The
Fortnight

Chopra
Priyanka round in ur

is a
“It's who
fines
es that de
m
ti
hardest
al...”
what's re

1st June

Raveena Tandon

Sonu Nigam

“Necessary for1 who is
going thru an emotional
crises 2b surrounded by
loved ones,help them pick
up bounce back,not
succumb under
pressure..”

“A fool never cares
about being right or
wrong. His only interest
is in engaging you in an
argument.”

4 June

4 June

Amitabh Bachchan

Sonam
Kapoor

“Better to have loved and lost,
than not loved at all"... Work we
must even in eventual loss ..
There is the beauty of defeat
too !!”

“It takes no time
to fall in love, but
it takes you years
to know what love
is. ...”

8 June

4 June

Mallika
Sherawat
“Be encouraged. Stay on
your hustle. You can’t fail
until you quit.”

Sania Mirza
“The expected is just
the beginning,its the
unexpected that
changes our lives”

6 June

10 June
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Our Batsmen Should Perform Their Roles
Birmingham: Faced with a do-or-die situation, Misbah-Ul-Haq urged his
misfiring batsmen to focus on playing roles given to them instead of
expecting others to shoulder all the responsility of putting up sizeable
totals on the board, writes Khalid Hussain.
Pakistan was severely let down by their batters as Misbah (96 not out) and
opener Nasir Jamshed (50) were
the only two to get to the doublefigure in their two-wicket defeat
against west indies in a lowscoring cliff-hanger at the oval
on Friday. Once again there are
fears the Pakistanis might be
dogged by similar problems
when they take on South Africa
here at Edgbaston on Monday
looking for a much-needed win
in a bid to avoid an
embarassingly early exit from
the tournament. Misbah’s
mantra to avoid such a
catstrophe is: “Everybody
should contribute towards the
run-sheet.“I believe our
batsmen will have to stop
looking towards their teammates and start playing to the best of their abilities themselves,” He said.
“Everybody needs to contribute towards the team cause because that’s the only
way we can overcome this situation.”When asked as to why Pakistan continue
to flourish when it comes to genuine fast bowlers and suffer when it comes to
dependable batsmen, Misbah saw a common root cause for both.“We have
always produced good fast bowlers perhaps because genetically people are a
bit stronger (in Pakistan). Also the conditions are not conducive for seam
bowling there. It’s really hard work for them in pakistan.“If you want to be a
fast bowler, you really need to be hard working, you need a bit of pace there. So
maybe that helps people to just bowl a bit quicker than in other parts of the
world.”So what does he think about the reasons behind a dearth of solid
batsmen? ”That might be the same easy batting conditions (in Pakistan) so
whenever they face challenging batting conditions, They struggle.”When
asked whether he can still expect to play more International cricket at the age
of 39 Misbah said: “I haven’t thought about that, but i think i know everybody
else knows that it’s not much left.”

Aussies Fined For Slow Over-Rate
Birmingham: A day after losing
their crunch group a game of the
Champions trophy against
Ashes rivals England by 48 runs,
Australia were on sunday fined
for maintaining a slow over-rate
here at Edgbaston on Saturday.
Javagal Srinath of the elite panel
of ICC match referees imposed
the fines after George Bailey’s
side was ruled to be one over
short of its target at the end of the
match when time allowances
were taken into consideration. In
accordance with ICC code of
conduct for players and player
support personnel, and in
particular the regulations
contained therein governing
minor over-rate offences,
players are fined 10 percent of their match fees for every over their side fails to
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bowl in the allotted time, with the captain fined double that amount. As such,
Bailey was fined 20-percent of his match fee while his players received 10
percent fines. The penalty was accepted by Australia without contest.

Ian Botham
Australia

Backs

England

To

Whitewash

London: Ian Botham has warned Australia that England are so superior to their
old rivals that it would be no surprise to see back-to-back whitewashes in the
forthcoming ashes double-header.england legend Botham believes his
country’s 48-run win over
Australia in the champions
trophy on saturday is likely to be
the first in a long line of victories.
The former all-rounder is so
unimpressed by Michael
Clarke’s squad that he believes
England could win all 10 of the
upcoming tests between the
countries.“given that we’ve got
back-to-back ashes series
between now and January, if we
get a good summer and you
rarely lose too many days to rain
in Australia make that 10-0,”
Botham told the sunday
times.“i’m serious. Why not? I
think we’re that much better. All
it needs is the players to believe
they can do it. “Australia will be
tougher than they look on paper, because they’re born fighters, but not only are
they struggling to keep a fast bowler on the field for more than one game at a
time, losing Ricky Ponting and Michael hussey has left a gaping hole in the
batting.”“They’re relatively inexperienced, which is a big minus coming to a
place like England, and when i hear things like, ‘Phillip Hughes has a much
better technique than when he was last here’, i think, ‘well, that wouldn’t be
hard’.”

Record 8th French Open Title For King Of Clay
The drama, however, didn't alter the outcome as Nadal claimed his seventh
title of 2013 after returning to the tour in February following a seven-month
injury lay-off. "thanks to
everyone in my family and
team. Without their support,
especially when i was out of
action, this would have been
impossible," said Nadal, after
defeating ferrer for the eighth
time in succession and fourth
time in 2013. "Thanks also to
everyone who sent me messages
on twitter and facebook. They
all gave me positive energy for
today."Toni Nadal, his uncle and
coach, admitted after the
setbacks of the last year which
had seen his nephew miss the
olympics and the us and
Australian opens, sunday's
triumph was truly memorable.
"After all the problems we have
had, this title is really special," He said. "to win this is just incredible. Many
people talk of his physique, his mentality, but his first quality is his touch. It's a
gift."Ferrer vowed to keep fighting to break the grand slam stranglehold of
Nadal, Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic and Andy Murray. "I enjoyed the two
weeks here. I congratulate Rafa, he's the best," said Ferrer. "But I will try my
best to have another chance to play in a final and win a Grand Slam. This
tournament is very special to me."
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